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Theory : a procedure + input parameters à observables

Parameter space : Space of input parameters

Theory point : a point in parameter space

Concordant : not in conflict with experiment

A concordant theory point is a 
point in the concordant subspace.

A concordant theory is one where 
there exists at least one concordant 
theory point. The concordant 
subspace is not null.

Parameter space

*
*

Theory point

Concordant theory point

Concordant subspace of 
parameter space



Reasons to like (and pursue) a speculative theory

Empirical

Concordant theory (at least one theory point consistent with data)

Non-empirical

Calculable (can compute observables “reasonably well”)

Testable (at least one theory point could yield evidence beyond standard theory)

Diverse (predicts testable new phenomena as-yet not considered)

Natural ( ? )
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Why prefer Natural theories?

”Natural theories are not finetuned!”   

Why should I care if a theory is finetuned?

“Nature has a hard time dialing the Z mass if so sensitive!”  

Who is dialing? Wotan is powerful.

“But it makes sense, for example, that a really big number minus another real big 
number shouldn’t be really tiny compared to the two?”

”Shouldn’t be” appeals to a probability assessment. Let’s discuss probabilities applied 
to this question.
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Big number minus big number gives small number?

Consider random variables x1 and x2 flatly distributed from 0 to 1. 

Define y = x1-x2

Standard “naturalness intuition” claims that y << 1 is a finetuned cancellation and 
should not happen.

This is true if you compute P(|y| < x) where x << 1 one finds

P( |y| < x ) = 2x which is  << 1 (tiny)

This is also correlated with finetuning:      

high-energy collisions of LHC have not found superpartners it is expected that these masses
are greater than ⇠ 1.5TeV. This implies that m2

Hu
and m2

Hd
may be greater than a TeV and

thus much larger than mZ .

In all these cases, the concern becomes requiring y = x1 � x2 when x1, x2 � y. It looks
like a “finetuning cancellation”. Our intuition even suggests that it would be odd that a very
large value of x1 would cancel with a very large value of x2 to give me a small value of y The
finetuning functional puts a number on that intuition:
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where x̄ is the average of x1 and x2. If we applied the Anderson-Castano procedure to this
we would have to determine what the probability distributions are of x1 and x2, then find the
average FT value and then divide the above equation by that. Thus, it would only change the
above equation by a constant and not qualitative change the conclusion that very small values
of y compared to much larger values of x1 and x2 are finetuned and therefore unnatural.

3 Finetuning and Probability

However, how rooted in probability and viability is such a finetuning measure as given by
eq. 7? In order to assess this we must assume some probability measure over x1 and x2. If
we assume some reasonable probability over these variables and show that FT assessment is
incompatible with probability assessments of likely outcome for y, we have further reason to
suspect the finetuning functional is not a good quantitative measure to assess Naturalness.
Let us assume that x1 and x2 are flatly distributed over the range of 0 to 1. Now, we will
approach the question of how likely a value of y is from two points of view.

First, we can ask given the probability distributions of x1 and x2 is a particular outcome for
y improbable. Such questions are often asked in statistics and the first thing one does is finds
the probability density function for f(y) given the probability density functions for f1(x1) and
f2(x2). When x1 and x2 are independent random variables the result is a convolution

f(y) =

8
<

:

1 + y for � 1 < y < 0,
1� y for 0 < y < 1

0 otherwise
(8)

which is depicted in fig. 1. From the probability distribution f(y) there appears to be no
argument that the “finetuned” values of y ⌧ 1 are improbable. On the contrary, such low
values of y are the most probable outcomes. Measurements of y near zero are near the peak
of the probability density of y.

A second way to approach this problem is to ask what is the probability of obtaining
a value of |y| below some small chosen value ⇠ given a probability distribution of x1 and
x2. In fig. 2 the inverse of that probality is plotted (dashed green line). For example if we
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Figure 2: Caption.

and then found that Anderson-Castano rectified this problem by stating that the finetuning
functional should be divided by the average value of finetuning. In that case, FT = 1 for
all choices of x and for all choices of n. However, if we put a probability density on x and
ask about probability of y rather than finetuning of y, we get a very di↵erent answer. Fig. 3
depicts the probability distributions fn(y) for various values of n given a flat distribution of
x from 0 to 1. We see that for high powers of n the probability for lower values of y greatly
increase. The finetuning functional does reveal this issue.

It is interesting to revisit what we discussed above about redefining observables with respect
to this specific case. if we are allowed to construct new observables ŷi as a function of some
canonical set of independent observables yi, as we discussed above, ŷi = f�1

i
(y1, y2, . . . , yn) we

can always make a construction where FT = 1. In this specific case with y = xn, one can
redefine ŷ = y1/n and thus ŷ = x and FT = 1. Furthermore, the probability density of ŷ is
flat from 0 to 1. This calls into question the FT measure, but it does not call into question the
probability measure. A flat probability for ŷ is equally meaningful to assessing the viability
of the theory as a skewed and peaked probability distribution for y. However, the ability to
redefine observables as functions of observables to get di↵erent FT values would mean loss of
utility since it is not grounded in assessing probabilities.
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Finetuning and inverse 
probability very well 
correlated.

More FT when xmax (or 
equivalently avg. x) is 
higher. à The finetuned
cancellation is higher for 
same required x. 
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Alternative viewpoint : likelihood of small y not special

FT and the traditional arguments suggest that y ~ 0 is exceedingly rare.

However, the probability density function f(y) is peaked at y=0.

high-energy collisions of LHC have not found superpartners it is expected that these masses
are greater than ⇠ 1.5TeV. This implies that m2

Hu
and m2

Hd
may be greater than a TeV and

thus much larger than mZ .

In all these cases, the concern becomes requiring y = x1 � x2 when x1, x2 � y. It looks
like a “finetuning cancellation”. Our intuition even suggests that it would be odd that a very
large value of x1 would cancel with a very large value of x2 to give me a small value of y The
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argument that the “finetuned” values of y ⌧ 1 are improbable. On the contrary, such low
values of y are the most probable outcomes. Measurements of y near zero are near the peak
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A second way to approach this problem is to ask what is the probability of obtaining
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x2. In fig. 2 the inverse of that probality is plotted (dashed green line). For example if we
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Figure 1: Caption.

assume |y| < 10�3 (10�5) the probability is XX (XX). Such a measure is similar traditional
finetuning measures. However, plotting the finetuning functional value on this plot requires
know xmax = max(x1, x2), since finetuning depends on x̄ just as much as it does y1 and
y2. For example, if xmax = 1 (upper yellow line), then it is even more finetuning to have
|y| < 10�3 than if xmax = 0.1 (lower red line). Thus, the FT functional does not return
a unique probability for |y| < ⇠ but at least it returns that higher finetuning means lower
probability, and thus has some probabilistic correlation.

Despite the more faithful matching of the second algorithm to compute probabilities (fig. X)
than the first algorithm (fig. X), it is uncleaer why the second algorithm has any useful
interpretation. It is just as justified (i.e., arbitrary) to ask what the probability is of |y| � ⇠ or
⇠/2 < |y| < 2⇠ as it is to ask |y|  ⇠. Inspecting the probability density function and assessing
the likelihood is more defensible, which is one the first approach advocates. Another way of
seeing that the second approach is inadequate is to image the distributions of x1 and x2 yield
zero probability density for y = 0.013 but a significant probability density for |y|  0.013.
The second approach of attaching viability significance to y = 0.013 based on computing the
probability that P (|y| < 0.013) clearly fails, whereas asking for the value of f(y = 0.013) to
compare with the full probability density function of y is defensible.

Let us return to the example earlier of the observable y depending on parameter x through
y = xn. We had stated earlier that it was nonsensical that naturalness should depend on n,

6

Looks more rare to get large y 
than small y!

Statistical interpretations are 
controversial. 7



Finetuning and probability

Finetuning correlates with “naturalness intuition” in the y=x1-x2 cancellation case, 
but what about the power law case of y = xn ?

In that case, one has always FT = n for all values of x (and y). But probability 
density f(y) and therefore probability of P(y < x) depends significantly on n.

Figure 3: Caption.

4 Probability and Naturalness

After considering finetuning and the criticisms of the finetuning functional as a quantitative
means to assess Naturalness, we have been led to notions of probability distributions on
parameters. If Naturalness has any connection to the extra-empirical judgments of theory
plausibility, which is surely what Naturalness discussion is after, we have no recourse but to
introduce probability measures across parameters of the theory. A corollary to this is that
any discussion about Naturalness that does not unambiguously state assumptions about the
probability distributions of parameters of the theory cannot be rooted in probability theory
and therefore has little to do with theory plausibility.

Now, any explicit claims about probability distributions of parameters is highly contro-
versial, appears to go beyond the normal scientific endeavor. However, we can discuss normal
science within the language of probability distributions on parameters. For example, normal
tests of a theory can be reinterpreted as an assumption of �(xi�xth

i
)-function distributions on

parameters, which then can be used to compute the distribution of the observables through
yth
i
(xth

1 , xth
2 , . . .). In the limit of perfect errorless theory calculation the probability distribution

of the observables would also be �-functions: f(yth
i
) = �(yi � yth

i
).

If there is theory uncertain in the calculation, e.g. from finite order perturbation theory,
the �-function distribution of parameters become a somewhat spread-out probability distri-
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FT and probability not well correlated here.

Anderson & Castaño prescription of dividing 
FT calculation by average FT weighted over 
input parameter distribution makes FT = 1 
for all n (good – same) but that does not 
correlate here with probability density f(y) 
or probability P(y < x).
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Finetuning, probability and naturalness

Depending on details, FT may or may not be correlated with probabilities.

Probability is more directly important to goals of Naturalness claims than value of a 
FT functional.

à Focus on probabilities and the likelihood of a theory.

For us: a natural theory has the quality of at least one theory point being probable 
(or at least not improbable) in light of an a priori probability distribution on input 
parameters.
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Requirements for a probability assessment of a theory

Must have a priori probability distribution of parameters.

Must have a defensible statistical test that assesses the probability of a 
“single event” (the set of parameter values that we have) when a priori 
probability distributions of parameters are given.

Challenges 

Probability distributions go well beyond normal theory description.

Defensible statistical test may be unreachable.
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Testing distribution hypotheses

One can always test distribution hypotheses (if statistical test agreed upon).

For example, Landscape theories may give rise to a distribution of theories and 
parameters. When/if measure problem solved, distribution hypotheses could be 
tested.

Let’s do example of distribution testing.

The Standard Model QCD gauge coupling in the pure SM and in a GUT embedding.
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joint probability density function over outcomes (to be discussed later) is not atypically tiny.

5 Probability Flows of Gauge Couplings

We have already looked at both the finetuning interpretations and probability interpretations
of the cases y = xn and y = x1 � x2 for xi inputs and y output. One of the conclusions from
that discussion is that finetuning assessments might be a useful for judging the plausibility
of a theory but only if they match a coherent probability interpretation, and probability
interpretations are only possible when distributions on parameters are specified. Let us now
proceed to investigate the IR implications of a probability distribution on a UV value of gauge
couplings.

First, let us explore the probability flow of QCD gauge coupling. We begin by assuming a
flat probability distribution of MS-bar g3(MH) coupling at MH = 1015 GeV with values from
0 to 0.6, chosen such that g3(Q) 

p
4⇡ (“finite”) down to MZ . To be clear, this is an ansatz

whose implications will be explored. For simplicity we only consider the one-loop � function
for the renormalization group evolution of g3, which is

dg3
d logQ

= �
b

2
g33, where b =

7

8⇡2
.

The solution to this equation is

g3(Q) =
g3(MH)p

1� g3(MH)2b(Q)
, where b(Q) = b ln(MH/Q).

Note, b(Q) monotonically increases as Q flows to the IR.

Eq. 9 is analogous to our y = xn equation given earlier, where y = g3(Q) and x = g3(MH).
We know the distribution on x and we want to know the distribution on y. Let us compute
the distribution function for g3(MZ) assuming the above-stated flat distribution on g3(MH).
The probability density function is

f(g3(MZ)) =
1

p
4⇡

(1 + 4⇡ b(MZ))1/2

(1 + g3(MZ)2 b(MZ))3/2
. (9)

If we had chosen g3(MH) to be flat from 0 to
p
4⇡ rather than flat from 0 to 0.6 then 83%

(= 1 � 0.6/
p
4⇡) of the probability distribution would have flowed to a divergent value of

g3(MZ). In that case the probability density function could be represented by

f 0(g3(MZ)) = 0.17 f(g3(MZ)) + 0.83 �(g3(MZ)�
p
4⇡) (10)

where we have let g3(MZ) =
p
4⇡ be the value of g3(MZ) where all that probability now resides.

This is a complication that can be handled, but it is avoided by the original assumption that
g(MH) is flatly distributed from 0 to 0.6, and our probability density function f(g3(MZ)) of
eq. 10 holds.
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Figure 4: Caption.

As we see from fig.4 the f(g3(MZ)) peaks at lower values of g3(MZ). At first this may seem
anti-intuitive, since the g3 rises toward the infrared, and so should it not be more probable to
have higher values? The answer is that g3 = 0 is a fixed point (albeit unstable) of the one-loop
� function and so low values of g3 in the UV stay low in the IR whereas higher values of g3 in
the UV diverge rapidly in the IR. One can see this behavior by plotting probability flow lines
for g3(Q), where evenly spaced values g3(MH) are chosen accordingly to its flat distribution
and then evolved down to low scales. See fig. 5 The flow lines are denser for lower values of
g3(Q) than at higher values of g3(MZ). The density of flow lines at MZ is indicative of the
probability distribution of g3(MZ) at MZ . Thus, there is higher probability for lower values.

The true value of g3 at MZ is ĝ3(MZ) = 1.212±XXXX (check XXX). When evolved to
the high scale one finds ĝ3(MH) = 0.5xxx. We note that ĝ3(MH) appears to be more probable
than ĝ3(MZ) by inspecting the values of the probability density functions at those points. Of
course absolute values of the probability density functions do not necessarily indicate how
unlikely a region is for a variable since the range of the variable plays a role. For example,
a flat distribution of x from 0 to 1 has f(x) = 1 on that range, but a flat distribution of y
from 0 to 100 would yield f(y) = 0.01 on the entire range. Yet, any value of y on its range
is as equally likely as any value of x on its range despite the probability densities being 0.01
and 1 respective. Inspection by eye tells us rather quickly if some values are more generically
acceptable than others.
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Flat distribution at high 
scale prefers small 
values at the low scale 
among the finite 
values.

If flatly distributed to 
(4p)1/2 then 83% of 
distribution is above 
(4p)1/2 by MZ.
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Figure 5: Caption.

One quantitative algorithm to accomplish what the eye does in assessing generically prob-
ably regions of parameter space is to linearly rescale all variables from 0 to 1 through ⇠
parameters. For example, if we have a probability distribution function for y on some large
domain, we can define a ymin and a ymax by requiring that no more than � of the probability
(e.g., � = 10�2) resides to the left ymin and to the right of ymax:

� =

Z
ymin

�1
f(y)dy =

Z 1

ymax

f(y)dy (11)

Then we define

⇠ =
y � ymin

ymax � ymin
(12)

and construct a new probability density function f(⇠) which is straightforwardly achieved
by this linear rescaling. One assesses the probability density value of some particular ŷ by
first rescaling y to a variable ⇠, computing the probability density function of f(⇠), and then
evaluating f(⇠̂) where ⇠̂ is the value of ⇠ corresponding to y = ŷ.

In our example case, where we start with g3(MH) flatly distributed from 0 to 0.6, and end
up after RG flow down to MZ with g3(MZ) distributed from 0 to

p
4⇡ with more support at

12

g3 prefers to be small 
since the flow lines 
(probability density 
lines) remain close 
together in the IR.

g3=0 is a UV fixed point 
of the QCD flow, and 
corresponds b(g3)=0 at 
all scales.

Flow lines evenly distributed 
at MH = 1015 GeV.
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Naturalness: fixed points and probability flows

A very strong fixed point in the IR does not care much what UV distribution 
you had on parameters --- it will all go to the fixed point values.

Thus, theory points that are fixed points have good claim on being more 
probable.

Beware!

One never reaches pure fixed point values in practice, and UV probability 
distributions, if heavily skewed, could lead to IR values far from fixed point.

Let’s do an example for g3 in a GUT embedding.
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Figure 6: Caption.

closer together near the upper-limit quasi-fixed point. This could be an argument for GUT
theories not being asymptotically free.

The above discussions on gauge coupling RG flows and probabilistic interpretations is sim-
plistic from several points of view. First, it was all done in a one-loop analysis, which enabled
us to see analytic formula for RG evolution and probability density functions. One should go
to higher order in RG evolution, which in realistic theories of nature will involve additional
couplings, such as the top Yukawa coupling and the Higgs coupling, albeit a suppressed order.
Nevertheless, fixed point behaviors do change especially in strongly coupled regimes due to
the existence of other couplings entering. One additional couplings are added the discussion
of probability is greatly intensified. There are probability distributions that need to be as-
sumed for all the parameters, and their correlations. A large joint probability function over all
parameters is needed, in other words, to draw analyze further claims of likelihood of a theory
point. A line of inquiry could be to ask what distributions (beyond the obvious �-function
distributions) of high-scale parameters would yield RG flow lines that converge in the IR to
the measured values. Such theories would then be Natural by definition, and likely would
involve little finetuning.
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gU flatly distributed [0,(4p)1/2] at 1018 GeV

b(gU) large and positive down to 1015 GeV

b(g3) is SM flow from 1015 down to MZ.

Distribution heavily peaked at g3(MZ)=1.2 
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Implications of skepticism

Weak form : naturalness determinations by assessing likelihood of a theory is not 
currently feasible given our current state of knowledge.

Strong form : it’s non-scientific ^#^&* !

Either way, there is an implication to skepticism.

The inability/unwillingness to embrace naturalness and declare a likelihood 
assessment over theory point(s) of a theory means the likelihood status of a theory 
should never change until every theory point is ruled out. (e.g., SUSY still just as good.)

“Tiny corners of parameter space” have no probability implications.
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Simplified rejection/retention decision

Naturalness 
assessments 
are rigorous?

Determine Natural 
Theory points space S
(not unnatural points)

Has experiment 
ruled out S?

Might the theory 
have value beyond 
Naturalness?

Retain theory over all 
concordant theory 
points in S

Reject
Theory

yes

yes

yes
yes

no

no

no

Has experiment 
ruled out all 
theory points?

no

START

Retain theory with all 
concordant theory points
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Conclusions
Naturalness attempts to discern among competing speculative theory.

Key value is determining, or rank ordering, likelihood of a theory and its theory points.

Finetuning may or may not be correlated with probabilities à stick with probability 
assessments.

Fixed points tend to crush probability distributions into IR d-functions, which lead to 
potentially natural theory points (i.e., probable). But beware – fixed points not perfect.

Key skepticism: naturalness assessments require a priori distribution functions, but 
such distributions are not known in any theory, nor is it certain they should exist.

Implication to consistent skepticism: status of theory should not change if there exists 
at least one concordant theory point in parameter space. All points “equally viable.”
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